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Digital Champions are ambassadors for the Digital Agenda, appointed by their Members States to
help every European become digital.
Share this
Member States appoint Digital Champions, who help everyone get digital. They are all creative and
motivated people who lead innovative projects in ICT education, digital inclusion, access and egovernment. Many actively promote the development of digital skills and entrepreneurship by young
people, helping tackle youth unemployment by sharing innovative ideas which have worked in their
own country.
You can find details of their meetings here [1].
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Austria [2] Meral Akin-Hecke
Belgium [3] Saskia Van Uffelen
Bulgaria [4] Gergana Passy
Croatia [5] Darko Parić
Cyprus [6] Stelios Himonas
Czech Republic [7] Ondrej Felix
Denmark [8] Lars Frelle-Petersen
Finland [9] Linda Liukas
France [10] Gilles Babinet
Germany [11] Gesche Joost
Hungary [12] István Erényi
Italy [13] Riccardo Luna
Ireland [14] David Puttnam
Latvia [15] Reinis Zitmanis
Lithuania [16] Kestutis Juskevicius
Luxembourg [17] Björn Ottersten
Malta [18] Godfrey Vella
The Netherlands [19] Tineke Netelenbos
Poland [20] Wlodzimierz Marcinski
Portugal [21] Antonio Murta
Romania [22] Paul André Baran
Slovakia [23] Peter Pellegrini
Slovenia [24] Ales Spetic
Spain [25] Andreu Veà
Sweden [26] Jan Gulliksen
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